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Introduction
We are living in a fractured world. Socially, economically, technologically, politically, and
environmentally. There is a high degree of tension and every day there seems to be something
that continues to shift the trajectory of the world into ever greater polar positions. Sure, there
are many examples of humanity and common decency every day. The other day I saw someone
give a bottle picker a big black garbage bag of cans. The donor got a big hug from the recipient.
Those things make you smile. But these days, the world doesn’t often seem to be sharing its
bottles with those who need them more.
Many will argue that we live in the best time in history; poverty is lower, crime and violence are
down, life expectancy is the longest it has ever been. This is true. That is reason to be optimistic
about the trajectory of the world. But current times and the widespread polarization has
created a world of us vs. them1. It is a time where every situation has an enemy. We are
polarized. Playing identity politics. Seeking extremes and camps. We are angry and want better.
But it doesn’t often feel that it is for the betterment of the world and humanity, but rather to
create an enemy that we can extract something from instead of collaborating sincerely and
genuinely for positive progress.
This report is not meant to be negative, or rosy. Simply realistic; a splash of cold water on the
face to wake up to some of the biggest forces and trends going on in the world and pose
significant implications for business, organizations, and leaders. This report holds no forecasts.
It outlines considerations for leaders to take back into their work and planning so that they may
be better prepared for the complex and changing world we try to thrive in. It is meant as food
for thought, substance for discussion and material for reflection as people plan for 2019. It is a
tapestry of trends, data, insights and issues from around the world, woven into something that
hopefully yields a picture of what possibilities and opportunities may lie ahead to create an
adaptive, thriving and positive world.
What is the path forward? It is about collaboration – no one can do it alone. There is too much
opportunity and too many grand challenges in the world for one party, or only government or
only business to tackle them. We will need strong collaboration. We will need to think about
building and solutions. Ones that unite rather than destroy. It is about adaptation – nothing is
staying the same. Adaptation of people, business, government, institutions and non-profits will
be essential as the world continues to change, evolve, and disrupt. Adaptation will prove again
to be one of humanity’s most important traits. Finally, it is about preservation – of our planet.
Of the vitality and prosperity of our people. Of the powers of platforms, networks and
movements for good, not evil.

1 I can take no credit for the creation of this concept, for it was Ian Bremmer and his book of the same title that sparked this

notion of a world in turmoil.
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Tech Takes Over. Or Does It..?
Technology is set to improve our lives; longevity, health, pleasure, wealth. It is set to transform
industries, creating convergences across traditional sectors. It is set to create opportunities in
developing economies. But it also has a dark side that runs from the spectrum of addiction,
manipulation all the way to cyber-crime, and interference in sovereign matters. There is a light
and a dark side to technology that we must be aware of and find ways to amplify the light and
contain the dark.
The Awesomeness of Technology
Technology is advancing at a rate that will make life awesome –letting us lead easier, more
balanced, healthier and longer lives full of more enjoyment, leisure and pleasure. Who wouldn’t
want that?
Want a new pair of pants or fridge that will tell you when your milk is low? One click and you
will have it the next day, or your 3-D printer will make it for you in a couple of hours. Don’t
want to waste the energy to lift your hand to change the channel? No problem, a quick voice
command will do that, and close the blinds, vacuum the carpet and fold the clothes. Found out
that you have cancer? Don’t despair, tomorrow you will have nanobots injected into your
bloodstream to track down the cancerous cells and destroy them.
Technology is pervasive in every facet of our lives and set to expand even more so. Internet of
Things (IoT), digital and mobile devices are dramatically shifting education, as initiatives like the
Khan Academy represent the tip of the iceberg in how digital can be used to expand and
explore new horizons for education. New approaches to energy will make renewables cheap
and easy to access and store. The use of bio and nanotechnology will improve the production of
agriculture and make food grow more rapidly, easily and in conditions that are not presently
viable. Imagine vertical gardens and “fake meat.” Better and easier access to energy and food
will vastly improve the ability of developing countries in difficult to access areas to have a
higher quality of life, better health and ultimately participate at a greater level in the global
economy.
In the coming years we will see the rise of more Internet of Things (IoT) devices, more 3-D
printing, more autonomous mobility, automation, drones, and robotics. Our daily lives will be
changed with things like blockchain and big data as everything from our banking, shopping, and
travel happen more easily and with greater trust. Technology is advancing so fast that soon
Uber and Airbnb may be irrelevant as the individual autonomous vehicles and wired homes
communicate with each other to seamlessly transact a ride or stay using blockchain as the
means of contractual confidence and financial exchange. You won’t need an app or platform.
The disruptor gets disrupted.
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This and much, much more is either happening or on the verge. Even further into the
Technosphere efforts are underway to have humans live to 150 (not sure I am keen on that
one, nor is it likely society or individuals could afford to live that long), creating genetically
engineered perfect humans, enabling space travel and colonization, creating augmented reality,
artificial intelligence and the eventual singularity of human and machine. While the future is all
tech all the time, it’s really about convergence – the convergence of technology and health, or
technology and agriculture, biology, aviation, materials, manufacturing, mobility etc.
Places like Singularity University and techno-optimists like Peter Diamandis and Ray Kurzweil
have done loads of work on the potential for tech that one can look into. There’s way more
happening than can be described in this report.
The opportunities to live better, longer, healthier lives create a host of business opportunities
for those that are able to translate the technology into marketable products and services. There
are also immense opportunities on a B2B basis that will grow as the advancements of
technology grow and scale. Businesses that can create a means of solving that problem through
a scalable and impactful technology solution will be the winners.
The advancements of technology are also creating great opportunities for the developing
world. They are able to reshape their trajectory to one that is increasingly independent and
chart their own future through the increased use and adoption of mobile and digital
technologies. Consider M-Pesa the Kenyan mobile money transfer app that has grown to be a
major means of moving funds. Or the Aadhaar biometric initiative in India creating mandatory
digital records of all Indian citizens. The ability for someone now in the developing world to
have a mobile phone and run a business, save money and build wealth has been transformed
over the past five years. All this through the simple adoption and development off a mobile
phone platform. As technology advances, so do the opportunities for developing nations.
Despite all their positive potential, the consequences of technology raise deep, philosophical,
even existential questions. What is privacy? Do robots or machines have rights? What is safe?
Who regulates the digital world? Who owns data about you? What is the product? Who should
monitor data and access to data? What energy needs are required to power an increasingly
digital existence? Who is backing up the back-ups? These, and many other even deeper ethical
questions emerge as we turn more of our lives over to the Technosphere.
The Realities of Technology
To the average person, some of this change seems immense, crazy and scary all at the same
time. It is easy to feel overwhelmed. I know I feel it. I look around and think – how are people
coming up with stuff like this? The new and emerging technologies are incredible. It seems like
everyone but me is creating the next app or platform. The pressure on businesses and
organizations to understand and adapt to the change is great. Assuming you have the right tech
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savvy, the opportunities to be the one to develop ground breaking technologies and platforms
is greater today than ever before – but the competition is intense as incubators and
accelerators become the economic development tools du jour. Leaders stay up at night thinking
of how to navigate through all this change and disruption, and how not to become a victim of
someone plotting to either to disrupt them or hack them.
It is easy to be overwhelmed with all the technology change and feel like you are the only one
who doesn’t get it or is not capitalizing on it. You aren’t alone. The truth of the matter is that
most people, you and I included, and most existing leaders are feeling overwhelmed by the
pace and magnitude of change. Change and disruption is keeping CEO’s awake at night. The
2018 PwC Global CEO Survey found that cyber threats and keeping up with the pace of
technology change were the numbers 1 and 5 biggest worries for North American CEO’s in
2018.

Source: PwC Global CEO Survey 2018

CEO’s are having trouble keeping up with how much change and disruption there is and where
it is coming from. It is impossible to do so. A new disruptor only needs to focus on their small
piece of disruption. An existing company has to worry about all that it is already doing, AND the
potential for disruption, AND the opportunities for them to innovate themselves.
For those feeling excited to have their company create the next disruption, I have news for you:
it won’t come from you. The majority of the new ideas, technologies and disruptions are being
created by a handful of people who have the ability to work in labs, accelerators or in garages
until they run out of money. The innovation is happening on the fringes from new entrants,
rarely from the existing companies. That’s because they have no constraints, no rules, no
boundaries. Existing companies do. Think about how easy it is to build a brand-new road in the
middle of nowhere versus trying to build a new road in the middle of an existing city. Two
totally different experiences and levels of ease and opportunity. Look at Uber and Airbnb. They
created disruptions but didn’t exist until they created that disruption. A hotel chain didn’t
create Airbnb. A taxi company didn’t create Uber.
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Leaders have enough trouble getting through this quarter or this year, let alone figure out what
the next 5 years looks like. Leaders are finding themselves operating in an increasingly VUCA
world – a military term which stands for volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous. In some
instances, technological change and disruption paralyzes business leaders. They ignore it. For
others, it is a challenge to be risen to. It is all about mindset. The one response that should not
be considered is avoiding and ignoring it. Leaders can’t be expected to be experts but they
should be able to learn, and convene other experts, in order to understand how technology
change might affect their business – either positively or negatively. They will need to have
discussions among leaders and boards as to how to adapt, respond and plan. Leaders, tools and
tactics that can help to make the world a little less VUCA are in high demand.
But the engagement of boards isn’t all that great. In fact it is downright scary. The Institute for
Corporate Directors Fall 2017 survey found that the majority of corporate boards in Canada are
not talking about, yet alone planning for, greater technology and innovation in their
organizations. Despite 82% of respondents indicating that technology and disruption are
important issues facing their companies, the results of those that are taking action are
disappointing. Nearly 50% of Canadian corporate directors feel that their companies will
continue to grow or operate at normal growth rates without significant innovation. Really?
Either that speaks to how supremely advanced Canadian companies are when it comes to
innovation that they are ahead of the curve (doubt that), or the realities of change and
disruption are clearly beyond the skills and knowledge of the bulk of Canadian directors (more
likely).

Source: Institute of Corporate Directors

As a result of that assumption that the future will look a lot like the past in terms of
performance, 56% of respondents indicated that their firms have either discussed technology
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and innovation but have no strategy or have not discussed it at all. No wonder I feel like we are
falling behind in Canada.

Source: Institute of Corporate Directors

The scale, scope and magnitude of competition, change and economic trends and conditions
are one of the biggest reasons cited by executives for not focusing their company more on the
long-term. A study by Focusing Capital on the Long-Term (FCLT Global) and McKinsey and Co.
entitled Rising to the Challenge of Short-Termism found that the two largest sources of pressure
executives felt to perform in the short-term rather than focus on the long-term were greater
competition and more economic uncertainty.
While many business leaders and corporate board members don’t seem to get it, government
doesn’t get it either. Technology is creating immense opportunities to improve lives, better
cities and economies, health and wellness and yet we are stuck in debates about ensuring
EVERY voice is heard, or whether people should be able to smoke cannabis in public. The
innovation agenda and the opportunities to see technology improve humanity and the planet
seem wildly missing from government agendas and Hansards. Public policy, regulatory and
approvals processes need to be vastly modernized to keep up with the pace of technology and
innovation. Government is at risk of becoming more and more irrelevant as it fails to be able to
deal with easy issues like ride-sharing in communities. Imagine seeking approvals for cancereradicating nanobots, or artificial proteins, or vertical gardens in urban settings, or 3-D printed
infrastructure, or flying vehicles. My city doesn’t even have a reloadable card for public transit.
How will they ever deal with really complex issues?
All of this points to adaptability. Adaptability will be the key skill and capability now and in the
future. Organizations and individuals need to build their adaptability quotient as the new
capability to thrive in the future. Things are not staying the same and so organizational and
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individual adaptability to new and evolving opportunities will determine the winners and losers
of the future.
The Downsides of Technology
Technology and disruption have a dark side as well. While many original concepts of the
internet and its platforms were to create a connected global community that would do good
things together and share cat videos, the reality has become something quite different.
Some of the negative but less criminal uses of technology include the rise in number of hours
people are spending on their phones – which according to some estimates have adults online
approximately 3-4 hours a day, and teenagers online for over 5 hours a day. This singular focus
is eroding and decreasing human interactions which brings with it a host of social, health and
economic costs. Many of these devices and apps are engineered to create addictive behaviours,
making withdrawal from using the devices extremely difficult – anyone who has a teenager into
Fortnite or Snapchat will understand what I am talking about. The pervasive use of digital
devices and social media are leading to a host of social and mental health issues, particularly
among adolescents. Increased depression and cyber bullying are but two examples. A survey
found that despite the tens of millions of users, over 30% of Americans and Canadians feel that
Facebook is having a negative impact on societyi.
As we enjoy the ability to have our phones track our locations, monitor our steps, give
directions or suggest certain items to buy, we must recognize the amount of data that these
platforms are collecting on us. Platforms like Google, amazon, Facebook and others keep
immense amounts of data only to turn around and use data on you, that you gave freely and
without license or compensation, to sell their ability to provide targeted advertising. The
question remains, who should own data on you? The E.U. has implemented the General Data
Protection Regulation which lays out how personal information is tracked and protected. As
much as we enjoy these “free” platforms the reality is that if the product is free then you are in
fact the product.
Darker uses of technology include the use of social platforms for nefarious purposes. The
alleged Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. Presidential elections is a prime example. Or the
use of Facebook to coordinate and incite acts of genocide in Myanmar. The echo chamber of
social media is the ultimate accelerant for populism and has been seen to spur and accelerate
hate crimes or targeting individuals for character assassination. Consider the use of social
media in the recruitment of new jihadists to ISIS. Far from cute cat videos, sermons of hate and
violence are prevalent in the social networks. Some platforms have shut them down, while
others, including Facebook, let them remain operational, citing that these individuals aren’t
“intentionally getting it wrong.” Sure Mark.
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Even darker uses of technology include cyber-crimes and warfare, which, when speaking to any
cyber security expert, are simply a matter of when, not if. Attempts and successful hacks to
major institutions like government and banks have increased significantly – nearly three times
what they were ten years ago. Companies can expect to be hacked at some point, and so their
best bet is to not only have a robust security platform, but also to think about what their
immediate post-hack strategy and response will be. Protection is believed to lag attack
technology advancements by almost a full year, so it is only a matter of time. As we put more
and more of our lives, money and information into the system, we must consider the potential
ramifications for partial or complete data and identity thefts. Canadian corporate directors feel
it is the top external risk facing business, according to the Institute of Corporate Directors in
their Spring 2018 survey

Source: Institute of Corporate Directors

One of the most threatening applications of digital technology now possible is to superimpose
the words and facial movements of an individual onto that of a well-known figure – let’s say a
president. The technology exists where one can make it appear that President Trump or Putin,
for example, looks and sounds as if they are saying they have just launched a nuclear missile on
another location. Reflect on the potential risks of that kind of technology. It is now entirely
possible to create vivid and compelling video and audio of individuals doing and saying things
that they never in fact said or did.
The Concentration of the Platforms
Our world and lives are increasingly run by a small handful of platforms. Google. Amazon.
Facebook. Twitter. They represent how we buy, learn, share, inform, educate, engage, and find.
While they have created many positives and helped make our lives better and more connected
in some ways, the fact that these four platforms run so much of our lives has raised the concern
of many, suggesting that they are too much of a monopoly. Google is alleged to quash search
results that don’t benefit their platforms. Amazon is killing local businesses. Apple locking their
systems down tightly even so far as to evade the FBI. Facebook creating a vast echo chamber of
fake news. Twitter enabling the anonymous spreading of hate and character assassination.
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These platforms are large and they are growing. To many, they are too big and monopolistic.
While their scale creates potential and opportunity, their size and lack of regulation has
brought about a wide variety of concerns lately, with multiple platform companies being hauled
in front of U.S. Congress and Senate committees to testify on everything from meddling in U.S.
elections, privacy, security, access to information and fake news.
The nations of Canada, U.K., Australia, New Zealand and the U.S. came together to create the
Five Eyes intelligence agreement, which outlines a series of principles on privacy and encryption
that they will be looking to implement and hold platforms to. This will enable them to outline
when they can gain access to private data when issues national security or public safety are at
play. Recall the issue of Apple refusing to unlock an iPhone of a terrorist citing privacy issues. It
would appear that the days of hiding behind that defense are numbered.
Whether it is the use of Facebook to spread fake information and stories in the run up to the
2016 elections, or their part in the Cambridge Analytica scandal, it is clear that the platform has
simply gotten away on them and they are either incapable or unwilling to get it back under
control. Google has been cited as guilty of monopolistic practices and holds the record for the
largest fine ever levelled by the E.U. The future of these platforms is far from certain.
President Trump has mused about increasing regulation and/or “trust busting” these platforms
much like was done with the railroad, oil, and steel monopolies in the late 19 th and early 20th
centuries. If Bezos and Zuckerberg are the new Carnegie and Rockefeller financially, they should
also expect the same kind of treatment industrially.
What does the future hold? Are the platforms too big? Are we too addicted to them? Will we
find that they just don’t make life better, and we will want to revert back to simpler times? It is
unclear. My prediction: I don’t see Amazon or Apple being all that affected, but Google will
need to reconsider how it creates a more level playing field in the future for the rest of the nonGoogle world. But my biggest prediction is that of Facebook; I predict that by 2023, Facebook
will not exist in its current form. It has lost control of itself, and its leaders are clueless as to
what to do, nor do they seem willing to try all that hard. You should start to look for a new
place to share your cat photos with your friends.
Returns of Innovation Going to Too Few
Most of us read with jaws dropped and a tinge (ok a big tinge) of envy as the results of the
world’s richest people are released every year. Jeff Bezos, founder and CEO of amazon now
tops a net worth of $100 billion. While there aren’t many in that stratosphere, the growing pool
of the world’s wealthiest people are centred around tech. Bezos, Gates, Page, Brin, Zuckerberg,
Ellison. Most of the top 10 are tech.
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Current levels of income distribution and inequality are a harkening back to the times of
industrial barons – the Rockefellers and Carnegies – where immense wealth was amassed by so
few people who controlled large segments (if not all) of an industry. Not since the early
twentieth century have so few earned so much. Today feels like a similar time. Bezos and
Zuckerberg are the new Rockefeller and Carnegie.

Source: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities

Source: https://inequalitygaps.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/top-1-income.png

While the grander subject of income inequality is tackled later on in this report, the role that
technology plays is the focus right here. There is an increasing view among the public,
journalists, economists, and even those in the finance world that the gains, deals, and
financings of technology companies and their activities, and the seemingly “winner takes all”
outcomes of Silicon Valley activities, are one of the largest growing contributors to income
inequality today. The ultimate issue is that the valuations of technology companies have grown
excessive and that the financial returns from the activities or sales of these firms are going to
too few, leaving the bulk of society behind.
MIT Sloan School professor of management Erik Brynjolfsson told the MIT Technology Review
recently “My reading of the data is that technology is the main driver of the recent increases in
inequality. It’s the biggest factor.”ii Pretty clear. His thesis: that while technology is advancing
economic growth, its gains are going to too few people – the superstar syndrome. This posits
that while there are many coders and minions working away in the offices of amazon, Google,
Facebook and Twitter (who make decent wages), it is the founders and the initial investors who
are making off like kings – and will be current and future winners in the battle for wealth and
income. Their talent, and luck, is being amplified due to the gains and excessive valuations of
technology companies, and their ability to create a unique innovation and build a sound
business model. So unless you are one of the few who either create a unicorn, or are an early
stage investor in a unicorn, the returns on innovation really won’t flow to you.
How bad has the situation become? Consider that the average home value in Silicon Valley
within a 20-minute drive of the HQ’s for Apple, Facebook and Google now tops $1.2 million
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U.S.D. Also consider that 30% of the Silicon Valley population makes minimum wage. No
wonder the Valley is collapsing on itself.
The impact that the technology companies are having on overall economic activity and wealth
concentration cannot be understated. As of mid-point 2018, 99% of the S&P 500 gains (4.5%
YTD) was generated by six companies – Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Alphabet, Microsoft, and
Netflix. 99%. Basically everything else is standing still or in decline.
The majority of people aren’t participating in these returns on innovation. The wealthiest 10%
of Americans own 84% of the stock market. And private equity – that is an even more exclusive
and insider game. Many people don’t have the financial wherewithal, financial literacy,
connections or capability to participate in these deals or gains.
Consider also the ridiculous valuations that are being generated by some of the recent
technology company transactions. Facebook bought messaging platform WhatsApp in 2014 for
$22 billion. Yes billion. And the company had 55 employees. Facebook also bought Instagram in
2012 for $1 billion. And they had 13 employees. While not everyone in these companies will get
an equal share – the founders and early investors will get the lions share – a very small number
of people will be making off like bandits.
Therefore, while we may love our next iPhone or delivery next day, the reality is that other than
convenience and cool factor, most people aren’t benefitting from the continued expansion of
these technology giants.
What does this hold for the future? Many consider that the superstar syndrome and the wealth
that it has already created will only accelerate and grow – leaving a greater distance between
those who have and will benefit from the gains in technology and those that have not,
exacerbating inequality. Will the future wealthy only be those that know how to create, or
invest in, a unicorn? What does this mean for the future of education, training and jobs?
Computer science will clearly continue to be in high demand and the place to be. Will all other
disciplines suffer or struggle? Will the computer science degree become the new Harvard MBA?
Implications for Chambers
1. Facilitate presentations or resources for members on major trends and technologies –
blockchain, AI, cyber risk, automation, 3-D printing, sensors, etc. – and the ways in
which these technologies are creating opportunity and challenge for business.
2. Curate relationships of convergence between traditional industry – agriculture,
manufacturing, natural resources, energy, etc. – and technology to facilitate economic
development opportunities. This should also involve the research and education sector.
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3. Consider how to serve the growth of new or potential members looking to create the
next unicorn (and get rich quick) – will you serve them? How will you serve them? What
value can you add to their growth? What ecosystem can you build or be part of to foster
their development?
4. Help government and public policy keep up with the pace of innovation. Technology is
moving faster than government can regulate it. How will you play a role in fostering
technological growth and innovation to not have it stymied by slow policy and
regulatory burden?
5. Consider programs that help members with their own innovation, adaptation and
scaling for growth – such as an innovation accelerator program or a peer mentoring.
6. Host sessions, roundtables or peer learning with members to discuss what they are
doing to deal with technology and the opportunities that it is creating for their business.
Discuss the issues of adaptation, innovation, privacy, access and platform concentration.
7. Begin thinking how your chamber will respond to increased government regulation and
oversight of platforms and internet data.
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Workforce of the Future: Could vs. Should
AI and automation are set to make many aspects of our lives better, and to enhance
productivity. Demographics are creating the need for automated solutions in many parts of the
world. But the implications of AI and automation are varied throughout the world, meaning
that business and government need to have very direct discussion about the future of the
workforce and what AI and automation will do for many millions of people. The availability of
skills and retraining, in addition to social safety nets, will be vital to ensuring peace and
prosperity.
AI and Automation
For nearly a century, humans have been worried about their replacement by robots. Headlines
in newspapers worried that the Industrial Revolution would bring about an employment
apocalypse. Washing machines were set to eliminate an entire industry. The automobile was
going to eliminate all carriage drivers. Computers that took up an entire room would make
whole departments redundant.
This isn’t new.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) – generally the ability for machines to take on intelligence to enable
them to make decisions under certain conditions, and even to learn and adapt as they face the
outcomes of their decisions – is being developed to improve upon or replace the performance
of humans. IBM’s Watson is the most famous of all AI initiatives for having beaten humans at a
game of Jeopardy. The benefit of AI is that computers can consume and store vastly greater
amounts of information and data than humans and then run lightning speed calculations to
determine the best answer or solution, often with results that are better than those from
human experts such as trained and experienced doctors. The scary part of AI? Well….the
Matrix.
Automation is the replacement of humans through machines and robotics. AI and automation
do overlap but not necessarily. Automation could be as simple as what is already done in many
manufacturing facilities around the world – the use of a robot to do a human’s task or function.
It doesn’t think. It just does a repetitive task. Like putting in a bolt or sealing a package.
AI and automation have the potential to reshape business and the world of work. They already
have. They hold tremendous promise in areas where the availability of labour is low, where
demographics will reduce the workforce in a short period of time, or for those occupations that
people simply don’t want to work – general labour, cleaning and repetitive tasks. Google’s Chief
Economist Hal Varian told an Oxford University business conferenceiii that the demographic
effect of the aging workforce in developed nations will be 50% larger than the automation
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effect—the loss of jobs due to automation. Therefore, for many places around the world, we
are in need of automation to keep our productivity at acceptable levels.
Automation is also a potential benefit in that it replaces humans in rote and repetitive tasks
with much cheaper and efficient machines, thereby making products more affordable to more
people.
Will robots come for our jobs? It is important here to distinguish between tasks and jobs. It is
unlikely that robots – either AI or automation – will be able to replace entire jobs in the near
future. They are clearly able to replace tasks, particularly those that are rote and repetitive, and
follow a specific sequence of steps. But entire jobs – that is likely farther off.
Numerous studies have been done about the jobs and roles that will likely be impacted by
automation. The charts below show that, not unexpectedly, those tasks that are heavily
repetitive and follow a set of rules or procedures such as food prep, sales and cleaning will be
heavily impacted. What might be less expected is that some of these roles are considered white
collar. There is risk to loan officers, paralegals, accountants, business administration and other
repetitive task office jobs. Far from just affecting the factory floor, AI and automation have the
potential to affect the office towers. In Canada, some of these high-risk occupations such as
those above, and retail and food preparation represent upwards of 25% of the employed
workforce in aggregate, or about 5 million Canadians.

Source: The Economist

Source: CBC News

Is it different this time? Will robots really replace your work? While the changes may not be
immediate, there is likelihood that many roles will see an increasing integration of AI and
automation. And for some, the entire role will be automated and disappear. Consider also the
words of Wall Street icon Byron Wein: “After the introduction of the automobile to replace the
horse and carriage, not many of the horses found new work.”
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What makes the headlines different this time is that we have hit a point where we can actually
get computers to think, reason and respond. Historically, machines simply replaced the physical
element of human labour. There was no thinking. But now, they are thinking. We were
protected for decades because we didn’t have machines that could think and reason as
effectively as clearly as humans. They are starting to now. And so, yes, this feels different.
Implications of AI and Automation
Now that you are right and scared that robots are coming for your job, consider that this has
been happening for some time.
One of the greatest drivers of populist movements in both the U.S. and U.K., and a critique of
globalization and free trade, has been the notion that all of the domestic jobs have gone
offshore or have been taken by immigrants. This is simply not true. Studies have shown that
nearly 90% of the jobs lost in U.S. manufacturing over the past decade have been a result of
automation. The robots have been quietly replacing us already.
The impact of AI and automation is expected to be quite different in developed and developing
economies – this is for two reasons: first is the nature of the jobs and employment market itself
in those economies; and the second is the difference in the social safety nets and job retraining
opportunities that exist for those who find themselves without work.
In terms of the job markets, developed economies are generally considered to be more
advanced job markets, with a higher degree of jobs in the knowledge economy which requires
more advanced skills and education and are less labour intensive. Developing economies –
locations that have grown over the past few decades as locations of manufacturing and
offshoring of repetitive tasks – have a smaller proportion of jobs in the knowledge economy,
and more in the manufacturing sector. The growth of these jobs in places like China, India,
Taiwan and Bangladesh have meant increased income and prosperity for some, but with the
looming AI and automation wave, this prosperity looks to be at risk.
Various studies have been undertaken to assess the impact of AI and automation on different
job markets. Canada, as a more developed job market, is expected to see approximately 40% of
jobs at risk or heavily impacted by AI and automation according to a study by the Brookfield
Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship. Developing economy job markets may see
upwards of 67% - 75% of jobs at risk due to AI and automation according to a 2016 UN Trade
and Commerce Committee reportiv. Their less sophisticated job market puts more jobs at risk.
The magnitude of impact would not be as much of an issue if all nations had robust social safety
nets such as those in places like Canada or Sweden. But many nations don’t. Therefore, as
pointed out by Ian Bremmer in Us vs. Them, many developing nations are at risk not only of job
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loss, but also of significant poverty and social unrest because they don’t have the safety net to
support unemployed people. Whether it is countries in Africa, Southeast Asia or the Middle
East, nations like Egypt, Nigeria, Indonesia and even India, don’t have robust social safety nets.
Lose your job – tough luck. Nothing there to support you.
There is also the role of the private sector to consider. Not all retraining should fall to
government and social supports. As the issue of AI and automation continues to expand, there
are increasing calls for companies to provide skills and retraining programs for those that they
layoff in the name of advancement and progress. Whether it is Tim O’Reilly in WTF: What’s the
Future and Why It’s Up To Us or Henry Timms and Jeremy Heimans in New Power, a multitude
of voices are suggesting that there is an obligation on the private sector, for the betterment of
society and to minimize the potential for further growth in inequality and social unrest, to
provide retraining and enable people to find meaningful and creative work. The right balance of
roles and responsibilities is a topic in need of discussion among government and industry.
Nothing drives this point home better than the result of surveys completed in the U.S. and
Sweden. An E.U. Eurobarometer surveyv found that 80% of Swedes are feeling positively about
automation because they feel that the reskilling and training that needs to take place will take
place and that those affected will be supported by the system, and that few, if any, people will
be long-term negatively impacted by automation. Contrast this with a similar survey done by
Pewvi in the U.S. which found that 72% of Americans were worried about automation. The U.S.
social safety net is much weaker, and the U.S. corporate base has a poor record of truly
reskilling people for new work.
As a result, the potential negative impact of AI and automation is significant in developing
economies, not just because of the number of jobs that could be lost, but because once they
are lost, those people will be totally on their own, resulting in high unemployment and
increased poverty, both of which have the potential to turn into serious social issues and
unrest. What better way to start a decline in economic prosperity and social stability than to
have a bunch of people unemployed and poor. There are nations all around the world where
this already plays out. We don’t need more.
Will AI and automation have drastic negative consequences or will it turn out to be another
Y2K? Or will it happen quickly or slowly? No one really knows. We must acknowledge that as we
embark on further use of AI and automation that there comes the potential for significant job
loss and therefore the potential for economic uncertainty and struggle for many people around
the world. It forces a big question: knowing what is likely to occur, just because we can, does it
mean we should? Some nations which rely more heavily on labour intensive manufacturing may
choose not to embark on as much of a path of automation simply to preserve the public wellbeing and good. Others may embrace it with either the plan to reskill and retrain, or to deal
with large amounts of unemployed. If we do embark on increased AI and automation, what
kinds of retraining and safety nets need to be in place to not affect prosperity and social
stability? How can we best set people up for prosperity in the future? What needs to be in
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place? Regardless of the path, the choice of could vs. should needs to be informed by a plan of
how to deal with the future of skills, education and work.
The Future of Skills Training, Education and Work
Another new reality is the increasing “gig-ification” of work; the increased use of freelancers
and independent contractors. Whether it is for a graphic design, driving a car, or designing
hyperloop, all of these jobs are now increasingly becoming gig-ified. Uber, Lyft, Task Rabbit, 99
Designs; all platforms to enable people to be independent and take as much or as little work as
they want. Price themselves accordingly and see what happens. Salim Ismail speaks about how
firms of the future – what he calls Exponential Organizations – will heavily rely on gig and
contract workers to keep the company structure small and nimble. That is exactly what
Hyperloop Transportation Technologies does; they have a small core team, with the majority of
engineers and designers all freelancing as contractors on the main project.
While this gig work creates a whole new set of opportunities for people to do meaningful,
creative and diverse work, it comes with risk. There is no platform for benefits in this system
and no way to ensure people are being paid fairly.
In the face of a potentially new world of work, there are a number of things to consider and
develop plans for:
1. How do we create education systems that enable people to be adaptive, flexible and
responsive?
2. What do our education systems look like to be able to enable more people to be in
positions to create value and innovation?
3. How do we foster a more adaptive workforce?
4. How do we plan for education and training when the jobs 10 years out do not exist
today?
5. What programs and initiatives get put in place to help reskill and retrain people affected
by automation and AI?
6. Do social safety nets change with the looming AI and automation wave to serve those
affected in new and different ways?
7. If creativity and innovation are the new capabilities needed to not be automated or
machined out of a job, what do we foster, nurture and train people for in the future?
How do we train for this?
8. For the gig economy, what kinds of supports and mechanisms need to be in place to
make sure that people have the coverage and benefits that they need to be as
productive and prosperous as possible?
9. What are the roles of government, academia and industry in this new world of skills,
training and work?
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These questions are not small nor easily answered. But they need to be addressed. It doesn’t
seem like they are, at least in Canada. In their spring 2018 survey, the Institute of Corporate
Directors found that 89% of Canadian directors have either no strategy or have not even
discussed the issue of workers displaced by technology in the firms that they govern.
What is clear is that the shape and nature of future skills and workforce will be different in the
future than it is today. Some of it driven by technology, some of it by firm structure and some
of it by what creates economic value. How fast and widespread those changes will be is still up
for debate.
Considerations for Chambers
1. Convene government, business and education to discuss automation, skills, retraining
and the gig economy – strategy, policy and programs
2. Create initiatives to collaborate and develop best practices for retraining and reskilling,
aging of the workforce
3. Provide programs for members on creating opportunities in the gig economy – firms and
individuals
4. Consider initiatives around the “AQ” – adaptability quotient for both firms and
individuals
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An Angry World: Us vs. Them
The world is angry. There are camps and divides all over the place. Political. Religious. Gender.
Race. Nations. It seems like everyone is angry about something. We have a divided and
fractured world. The 2008 financial crisis has created massive ripple effects that are flowing
throughout the globe and in some form are responsible for everything from Brexit, to Trump to
a polarized world. While business tries to navigate these fractured waters, it is critical that in
order to repair trust, and begin to find us and them solutions, that leaders ensure that their
organizations are focused on the long-term common good.
Inequality
Income and wealth inequality has vastly improved over the past number of decades across
nations. Author Stephen Pinker outlines how the world has become better and more equal in
Enlightenment Now, as international wealth and income inequality has been reduced, and the
percentage of people living in poverty has now dropped to below 10% when it was nearly 70%
100 years ago. That is something to celebrate.
But what his data doesn’t show is that income and wealth inequality within many nations has
been rising for decades for many developed and developing nations. Thomas Piketty picked up
on this in his famous tome Capital in the Twenty-First Century, highlighting the growing and
problematic issue of income inequality within nations.

Source: World Wealth and Income Database

Source: Kevin Milligan: Tax Policy for a new Era

The issue of income inequality is a key factor, if not the in my opinion, in contributing to an
angry world; one in which people are feeling left behind, cast aside and angry with elites,
politicians and the super-rich whom they feel have screwed them over. This anger has manifest
in many forms from the Occupy movement, to Brexit, to changing E.U. political dynamics and to
the election of Donald Trump.
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We face a tense time. Rarely does a day go by when the wealth of individuals like Jeff Bezos and
Mark Zuckerberg isn’t on some headline. The wealthy are surprised and curious as to the anger
and sentiment about the “war against wealth.” Given the current levels of income inequality,
particularly in the U.S., it is time to pause and think about how nations can create greater
equity. Let me state right off the bat that I am a capitalist and believe in the power of business
do go good in the world. I am not suggesting socialist or communist tactics like mass income
redistribution, for those do not work. I firmly believe in the power and the benefits of business,
capitalism and free enterprise. But it is clear that something has got to change.
Many feel that it is purely a public policy issue, deeply rooted in equity and quality of education
and job opportunity. That is definitely a key factor, which has resulted in decreased
opportunities for some and decreased levels of social mobility, particularly in the U.S. Social
policy lies outside the field of my expertise and so I will focus on what I know – economic policy,
leadership and business practices.
From that perspective, I firmly believe that unless this issue gets taken seriously and is
addressed in ways that result in greater income equality and encourages people to work hard,
invest and create businesses and jobs, the current economic and political climates will remain,
with the risks of greater polarization, revolt and revolution growing by the day. History, by the
way, supports that view.
The growth in income inequality is visible within developed nations such as the U.S., U.K.,
Canada and Germany. Why has this happened? It is a complex equation but from an economic
perspective, for the western developed economies, one could boil it down to generally two
things: the pervasive short-term profit maximizing approach to business (including executive
compensation) and the 2008 financial crisis.
The prevailing western developed economic ideology is one that is short-term and profitmaximizing. It took root in the 1970’s and 1980’s when economist Milton Friedman stated in a
watershed 1970 Wall Street Journal article that “the one and only social responsibility of
business is to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits.” It isn’t
to say that prior to that companies didn’t try to earn decent profits before. It’s just that it
wasn’t the sole driver. Since then, the entire business industrial complex has shifted to put
shareholders and profits first and everything else second. Look at a variety of charts – income
inequality, full-time employment as percentage of workforce, participation rate – all these
measures of people and their work and income began to be affected after 1980.
A key factor of this drastic increase in inequality was executive compensation which was
converted largely to stock-based compensation in the 1980’s. That is when the inequality really
took off (see the chart below). A small handful of people began to realize extraordinary levels of
compensation, mostly in stock, while cutting back on the rest of the workforce that were only
deemed to be expenses that impinged upon corporate profitability. Add to this, the “winner
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takes all” windfalls from the tech sector going to too few people and you have a great recipe for
income inequality.

Source: https://inequalitygaps.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/top-1-income.png

To illustrate the severity of the issue, an analysis by the National Bureau of Economic Research
in the U.S. found that incomes for the bottom 50% of Americans (by annual income) remained
stagnant in the period between 1980 and 2014, while the income of the top 0.001% grew 636%
over the same period. Canadian median total income has performed poorly since the 1980’s as
seen in the chart below. In constant dollars, someone earning median income was no better off
in 2011 than they were in 1980.

Source: https://inequalitygaps.org/first-takes/first-takesclass/the-decline-of-middle-income-earners/

The top 1% of income earners in the U.S. earn approximately 22% of all income. In 1980, that
figure was 10%. While not as significant a shift in Canada, in 1980, the top 1% in Canada were
making approximately 7% of all income. In 2005, that figure was 14%.
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As seen in the chart below, this scale and magnitude has not been seen since the early
twentieth century when industrial barons like the Rockefellers and Carnegies amassed
incredible fortunes while the vast majority didn’t.

Source: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities

The Great Depression, World War II and the resulting economic boom post war fueled
opportunities that fostered a greater equality of income distribution; more people were sharing
in the growth and prosperity. No set of policy responses today can mirror that kind of set of
events. Therefore, our way out now will look quite different.
The shift in the 1980’s to the profit motive for the corporate sector got the income inequality
ball rolling, but other factors added fuel to the fire. Increased cost cutting to achieve profits saw
reduced workforces, outsourcing, offshoring and controls on wages to keep profits at maximum
levels.
The financialization of the economy – the use of more and more tools and technology to find
ever increasing opportunities to extract profits through trades that operate in milliseconds or
through complex financial instruments (think CMB’s – collateralized mortgage backed
securities, which were the vehicle which brought about the 2008 financial crisis) – generated
even greater concentration of wealth and income. Add to that the staggering losses
experienced by middle and low-income households in the 2008 financial crisis, growing
movements of hedge funds, short selling and the excessive valuations of companies and deals
in Silicon Valley that very few benefit from and you have a recipe that creates a vast disparity
between the top and the rest. It creates an us vs. them. It creates a lot of angry people.
Those angry people took to the streets in the Occupy movement of 2011. Their message –the
99% is fed up and they want to see change. The movement was so egalitarian and loose,
however, that it ultimately failed. But the angry people didn’t stop being angry.
What did all those angry people do? Well lots of them got laid off in the downturn post 2008.
More of them got laid off in 2014 after the collapse of oil prices. Many of them gave up. The
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labour force participation rate dropped in both the U.S. and Canada in 2008, particularly for
lower educated white males, and kept falling after that.
These angry people, well, they got angrier. They got downright pissed. They lost jobs, incomes,
wealth, and homes. And they stayed poor. With their increasing poverty and anger, the social
dynamic shifted; there became more and more of “us” and they got increasingly angry at
“them.” They were pissed at those who they felt had screwed them over: the rich, politicians,
the elite.
A study from the University of Georgiavii showed that the rising inequality in the U.S. (measured
by the Gini coefficient) has led to a more politically polarized political environment. A
FiveThirtyEight analysis of FBI data found that income inequality is also a strong predictor of
hate crimesviii.

Source: University of Georgia

Seattle based billionaire Nick Hanaeur believes that something has to be done, and soon. He
took to TED and other platforms to share a simple message: “I see pitchforks. I have a message
for my fellow filthy rich, for all of us who live in our gated bubble worlds: Wake up people. It
won’t last. If we don’t do something to fix the glaring inequities in this economy, the pitchforks
are going to come for us.ix”
You can’t get more clear than that.
There will always be rich people and there will always be poor people. History has shown that
forced income redistribution efforts do not work. Revolutions and revolts may work for a
period, but they are often based on foundations of socialism and communism – both
experiments that have also shown to not work.
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So what will work this time? First, we must shift to a long-term common good economic
ideology. Many recognize this is an issue and are working to try and move towards an economic
ideology that is more long-term for the common good, be more purpose driven, and means by
which to create greater income equity. Movements like the B-Team, B-Corps, Focusing Capital
on the Long Term and others are all examining ways to shape capital, standards, leadership and
firms towards a set of business practices that put greater emphasis on equity and shared
prosperity. It is critical that these succeed.
After that, other tactics are needed such as changing compensation programs, an increase in
equity compensation across all levels of employees and tackling the social policy dimensions of
income inequality such as improved education and employment opportunities for those who
start at the bottom of the income pyramid. The rise of AI and automation may make this
situation worse, and the superstar syndrome of Silicon Valley is also a headwind to improved
income equality. A solution is needed, and there is no silver bullet but rather a range of
solutions that will come from both government policy and corporate practice.

Distrust of Business
While I believe that everyone should be the master of their own destinies and we should all
move forward in life with personal responsibility, it is hard to look at the income inequality
figures and not be alarmed. Can you blame the millions of people around the world who are
pissed off because they finished school, got a diploma or degree, did their part and find that
they haven’t made progress or that they have lost everything because some banker created a
terrible financial product that cost them their savings or home? I can’t blame them.
Business is one of the biggest “thems” out there in many of the “us” minds. The 2018 Edelman
Trust Barometer found that 68% of Canadians feel CEO’s are purely driven by greed and don’t
care about anything or anyone else. That is a pretty big number. To them, all CEO’s are Gordon
Gecko. While many are likely thinking of CEO’s of big companies, the vast majority of CEO’s in
Canada are from smaller companies, often ones that you interact with on a daily basis.
But that doesn’t matter. A small handful of people and events paint every business leader or
owner as “them.” Enron. The 2008 financial crisis. The VW scandal. BP Horizon spill. HSBC
money laundering. Harvey Weinstein. All of these major events, and the unethical leaders who
perpetrated them, tarnish the image of business and leadership for everyone else. These large
scale and massive breaches of trust and ethics become the perceived standard operating
system for business and assumptions as to how all leaders and businesses really behave. As a
result, people have come to distrust CEO’s and business. In fact, in 2018, Canada became a net
distruster of business among the general population. Now, only 49% of Canadians trust
business, down from 50% in 2017, according to the 2018 Edelman Trust Barometer.
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Source: Edelman

This isn’t to say that the current business as usual approach hasn’t contributed to the lack of
trust. It most certainly has. Outsized executive compensation, the short-termist profit at all
costs approach, and the winner-takes-all realities of the technology sector have contributed to
rising inequality and therefore decreased trust of business.
This erosion of trust is a driver of increased populism. Business is “them.” They have screwed
“us” over. Populist positions are creating a highly uncertain policy and business climate, and
resulting in less growth, less productivity, fewer jobs and an inability to get investments and
projects launched. Therefore it is in the best interest of business to be part of the solution by
working actively to rebuild trust.
Where does business start in rebuilding trust? As mentioned earlier there are a host of
initiatives working to reshape the economic paradigm to one that is for the long-term common
good. Whether it is through fixing capital markets, policy, leadership, governance, corporate
purpose and culture or compensation there are a host of potential routes towards making
companies more focused on the long-term and on measures other than just profit. Consider it a
re-imagined capitalism.
Canadians expect business to do something; the 2018 Edelman Trust Barometer found that 68%
of Canadians think CEO’s need to act on change rather than wait for government to impose or
mandate it. Many also feel that companies and CEO’s can’t sit on the sidelines watching
political and social issues play out in front of them and their customers. People, particularly
millennials, now expect their companies to weigh in on issues that tie into the values of the
company. Think Nike and Colin Kaepernick. Think Dick’s Sporting Goods and MEC stopping sales
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of guns and products made by gun companies. Think Sergei Brin protesting immigration bans at
the San Francisco airport. Think businesses in North Carolina pushing back against sexually
discriminatory legislation.
A re-imagined capitalism that focuses on the long-term common good would do more, and
better, for people, communities and the environment. Whether it is the B-Corp movement,
Conscious Capitalism, capital markets more focused on the long-term, diversifying reporting
standards and guidelines for investors and markets, or by looking abroad to different forms of
ownership like the Nordic foundation companies Carlsberg Foundation or Novo Nordisk, there
are a variety of means to get there. The road to the long-term common good as the
predominant economic and business ideology is paved with obstacles but it must and can be
done. Only then will trust be regained. Trust will return when people see action and results;
ones that are aligned to more people sharing in prosperity. Only they can the challenged
political dynamic can begin to move towards a saner centre.
Populism and Homophily
Remember those angry, pissed off people who felt that they had been screwed over by the
elites? They are still angry. They are pissed and distrust anyone or anything that they feel has
screwed them over to put them in their current circumstance – elites, politicians, companies,
business, executives, immigrants; anyone who they feel has made them worse off. Their anger
finally turned the tide politically. In the U.K., they have voted for separation. In the U.S., they
got behind an individual who hit the right note with them: you have been screwed over
because of “them” and I am here to fix that, by helping you and “us.” Let’s make America great
again.
The pissed off people took to their coffee shops, diners, dinner tables and community halls. A
populist movement was born. Amplifying the wave of populism was a fundamental trait of
humans – homophily. Homophily is the tendency of humans to have ties to people who are like
them; in other words, birds of a feather flock together. While it can be positive and creates a
sense of community, homophily also drives us to reinforce what we believe with others who
believe the same, and to reject the views of others. We create camps and divides. We move to
edges and fringes. We cement “us” into our space and paint a broad swath with the “them”
brush.
The consequences of anger and homophily can be seen through the polarization of U.S. politics
in the diagram below. In today’s political world, those seeking office don’t find much success in
delivering to the middle ground – they go for the extremes. That is what played out in Brexit,
the 2016 U.S. Presidential elections, and close calls in France, Netherlands, Italy and recently
Sweden.
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Source: Pew Research

Business also believes we are headed towards more polarization and a more fragmented world.
The 2018 PwC CEO survey found that executives feel we are moving to a more fractured world
of belief systems, trading blocks, laws, and nationalism.

Source: PwC 2018 Global CEO Survey

Social media reinforces this polarization. We like, follow, share, or retweet those things that
resonate with us. Our feeds bring only more of what we like and want. There is no room for
new or different thinking. The echo chamber of social media only reinforces homophily and the
fight against “them.” Social media has proven to be the ultimate accelerant for populism. And
so when a savior comes along and tells “us” that he could fix things, people bought it.
They voted to leave because immigrants were taking jobs and changing the fabric of the
country. They elected Donald Trump. Anger and his willingness to take “them” on painted over
a host of reasons why he wasn’t fit for office. It didn’t matter. He was going after “them.” And
that was all people needed to hear.
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Canada has a different set of values and a different culture. We aren’t as polarized nor as angry
as some of those in the U.S. Polarization to such extremes is unlikely in Canada. But we are
seeing pushback and less intense versions of “us vs. them.” It is happening in Ontario, has been
prevalent in Saskatchewan for some time, and the tides are likely to turn again in Alberta come
2019. The anger isn’t as intense but the sentiments south of the border are subtly making their
way north. Europe is also seeing its own waves of populism and clashes between “us” and
“them.” We are in an increasingly angry world.
Can we get out of this situation – one where the world isn’t viewed in terms of extremes, poles,
or enemies? We can, but it will take time and will take the “us” camp feeling as if their chances
and opportunities are improving. They will have to feel that there is less of an enemy in “them.”
That will take change in opportunity, equity, prosperity, well-being and other outcomes. They
are possible, but they will take much work to achieve.
Business Tries to Navigate
How does one do business in turbulent and unstable times such as these? Executives will tell
you they can hedge against many things but they cannot hedge against uncertainty and turmoil.
The current populist movements, and the resulting policy that comes about, are significant
challenges for business, and likely a key reason as to why they continue to focus on the shortterm.
The business uncertainty that comes with Brexit is staggering. What will new trade agreements
be like? How will trade and people flows work? What will make the most sense in terms of
investment and headquarters locations? Will people, goods, services and finance move across
borders as easily as they once did? Will anyone be willing to make large investments in the face
of that kind of uncertainty?
The 2018 PwC Global CEO survey found that social instability and protectionism were the
numbers 8 and 9 most concerning issues for top executives in North America. Those two issues
would not have even been on the survey prior to 2016 let alone in the top 10.
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Source: PwC 2018 Global CEO Survey

Populism and polarized politics are not good for business. They are often extreme. They create
uncertainty. In the case of the U.S., implications and reactions to populism come up randomly
and without warning based on whatever the President decides that morning. Tariffs on Chinese
imports? Why not! Tearing up multi-national trade agreements? We were getting a bad deal
anyway. Withdrawal from international climate accords? Sure, it’s all fake! Reductions in
corporate tax (at the expense of individuals and a growing deficit). President Trump has created
economic policy that is resulting in trade wars, growing current account deficits and concerned
executives. While some of these are to the benefit of business, the majority are not positive.
Business generally doesn’t like uncertainty.
The polarization of politics is also a driver of Canada’s inability to compete and advance projects
of national importance. Canada is quickly becoming uncompetitive in the international arena
because we feel we need to engage everybody on everything all of the time. Excessive
regulatory processes are creating significant amounts of delay and cost. These costly and timeconsuming processes are meant to placate polarized opinions and stakeholders, yet are
hindering sensible solutions that support economic prosperity, environmental protections and
community vibrancy.
Canada feels like a paralyzed nation that is not working together. Projects are not coming to
Canada. We have proven to the world we can’t get stuff done. Money and projects are going
elsewhere. More people are out of work, and many have left the workforce. We lack the ability
of policy and government to keep up with the needs of business and innovation, and therefore
while other nations and cities globally are driving to be “digital nations” or “smart cities,”
Canada tries its best in colourful socks to compete. But it isn’t enough. The world is watching as
we are paralyzed on infrastructure, industrial and innovation projects. People take note when
our biggest industries and employers have to be bailed out. No matter what the issue, we just
can’t get to a place of competitiveness and attractiveness.
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Source: National Post

Our inability to come together as a nation, and for policies, regulations and approaches to be
put in place that find better, faster and easier solutions will mean that Canada will sit on the
sidelines of global investment opportunities for some time. The only offsetting hope to this is
that there are a sufficient number of entrepreneurs and companies that tire of the even more
fractured society in the U.S. that they bring their ideas, talents, investments and companies
north. Who knows, Amazon HQ2 just might end up in Toronto after all.
Considerations for Chambers
1. Create forums and initiatives on how business can focus on the long-term common
good: becoming more purpose-driven; advocating for policy change; embedding
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into business DNA, etc.
2. Create constructive public policy that benefits business and prosperity amidst populism
and polarized public, creating “us and them” platforms.
3. Consider prosperity related initiatives such as diversity and inclusion, skills and
education programs, helping businesses and leaders understand the need to support
broad based prosperity.
4. Consider new areas of public policy that enter into values-laden, socially charged topics
that are important to businesses and their employees and customers.
5. Work with all levels of government and stakeholders to find solutions to Canada’s
competitiveness and development impasse.
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New Power
New powers are emerging in both real and network fashions. Trade and geo-politics force us to
question what each new day will bring. The rise of urban mega-cities will create hubs of
technology and innovation yet demand the best of us in terms of sustainability, governance and
integration. New power approaches are using the power of networks to shape outcomes and
movements, some for good and some for not so good. Who and what is in power today is no
longer an assured thing. Powers are shifting all over the real and virtual world.
Geo-Politics
The state of global affairs is delicate. It is a time of increasing uncertainty, tension, conflict and
retrenchment. It is virtually impossible to predict where things will land in some of the most
tense parts of the world. While North Korea’s potential denuclearization and historic meetings
between the North Korean administration and those of the U.S. and South Korea represent
examples of positive progress, there are a host of other examples where the geopolitical
situation seems to be regressing instead of progressing.
Brexit has created uncertainty for the U.K. and E.U. as the U.K. looks to becoming more insular
and protectionist rather than embracing further progress of globalization and trade unity. The
process of divorce is proving to be slow, costly and messy. The real and political capital that is
being spent on this versus real and meaningful change is staggering.
Russia continues to defy logic in its efforts to do whatever it is that it is intending to do –
whether that is bring back the glory of the Soviet republic or just make sure the world knows it
is a place to be reckoned with. Influencing elections, supporting the Assad regime, and
poisoning those who speak against the government are all preferred tactics. Sounds like a
proper spy novel. The truth is that many who study geo-politics aren’t as worried about places
like the Middle East or ISIS and worry more about Russia. Their democratic veil, veto power at
the UN Security Council, open market economy, clearly sophisticated cyber and hacking
capability, mingled with ambitions of a grander nation both physically and metaphorically, and
a wild west no-holds-barred approach to things all combine to create a potent recipe for
conflict and challenge globally.
Syria continues to be such a tragic and sad story that the rest of the world sits back and
watches. With Russia in the back pocket of the current regime, little is likely to be done on an
international level. It is estimated that upwards of over half a million people have died in the
Syrian conflict since 2011. Idlib, the final holdout for the rebel forces, a city of about 3 million
people, is in the crosshairs of the Assad regime, and surely will bring about more death and
destruction. The devastation in terms of human and physical costs is staggering, one that will
continue to exert pressure on the global stage for years to come.
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The middle east tensions remain in terms of Iran, its allegiances and the nuclear deal. Oil
sanctions demanded by the U.S. will put a drag on the Iranian economy and create further
animosity towards the west. Saudi Arabia’s reaction to Canada’s foreign policy by tweet on the
Saudi detainment of Samar Badawi created a harsh (and over) reaction from the Saudis only to
put Canada again on the hot seat for its continued moral high ground approach of lecturing
other countries how things should be done. Everything from students to air access to trade
deals have been affected.
In its endeavors to become an economic powerhouse, China is also increasing its militarization,
embedding military presences in much of the One Belt One Road initiative. With the removal of
terms for the Chinese Presidency, the ability to govern for the long-term has just been
expanded, enabling Xi Jinping the power to devise and implement strategies that could position
China onto significant global stages. While many signs (including trade wars with the U.S.) point
to a slowdown of Chinese growth, the size of its population and the need to keep economic
policy robust in order to ensure that the population remains content are reasons to believe that
China’s economy will still perform. While it may not product 8-11% GDP growth per year, it
surely will come nowhere near the anemic 1-2% that will plague western nations in the years to
come.
Many less developed markets are now facing debt and currency challenges, raising concerns
about an emerging market economic crisis. Most economists agree that there is little risk that
the situation which has emerged in Argentina, Turkey, Indonesia, and bubbling in Mexico, South
Africa and Brazil, will turn into widespread economic chaos. It will no doubt cast a shadow onto
the global economic stage, but many economists and market watchers feel it should be
contained.
Trade
Trade has become a hot potato and represents a significant point of tension between many
nations. Whether it is the U.S. trade war with China, NAFTA, the U.S. withdrawal from the Trans
Pacific Partnership, Canada’s embarrassing moves with Japan on signing the TPP, or CETA, trade
is a complex issue that has the potential for an international deal to truly hit people on main
street.
First NAFTA. With the looming October 1 deadline for an agreed text to Congress, the clock is
running short. Mexico and the U.S. have agreed to revised text. Canada was left out of that
discussion. It is hard not to watch the state of affairs and feel like Canada is at the kids table.
The dealings with Mexico over the summer without the presence of Canada makes one feel
that we truly are the weak link in this deal, and that we have, in the mind of Trump, no place in
a future NAFTA. As important that Canada feels it is to U.S. economic activity, supported by the
voices of many in the U.S. business community, it is clear that the current U.S. Administration
has no qualms about moving ahead without Canada or relegating it to junior status. It is
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amazing that this whole agreement was opened up between the U.S. and Mexico, and it is now
Canada that looks to be playing second fiddle. It is worrisome in terms of the position we hold
in the mind of Trump, but also that our officials were not able to be sufficiently persuasive as to
ensure we were part of discussions going forward. It only reinforces this feeling of being left at
the kids table.
Already having had numerous tariffs added to traded products between Canada and the U.S.,
and the risk of s negative deal with NAFTA could see a reduction in Canadian GDP of 1.8%.
While countries collect more in tariffs, the overall price gets passed on to the consumer. And
with consumer spending already doing much of the economic heavy lifting, it is unlikely that
there is much more to give. That well is running dry, and so what this will likely result in is
slower consumer spending due to higher prices. While trade deals have the potential to hurt
certain industries more than others – steel production, auto manufacturing, dairy, cultural
sector etc. – the reality is that the ultimate penalty is for the consumer.
President Trump believes that hitting China (and others) with big sanctions will result in more
jobs and investment in the U.S., indicating that he clearly doesn’t understand how global supply
chains work, and will be sorely disappointed. Jack Ma, founder and chairman of Alibaba, China’s
richest man and most successful company, spoke in mid-September, expressing that trade wars
with China will have an impact for decades. The tit-for-tat strategy that the U.S. and China are
playing will only hurt global trade, prices of products and force many countries to look at new
trade routes. It would not be a surprise to see China focus more of its efforts on One Belt One
Road trade relationships, where the majority of the population and economic growth is
expected to come from over the next two decades.
A result of these trade battles is the raising of the question as to whether the globalization
agenda is truly alive and well, and whether continued trade will occur or will be increased
responses of protectionism. Globalization has created numerous positive outcomes –
decreased poverty levels, increased global wealth equality, greater connections between
nations, jobs, economic development, and cultural appreciation.
At a time when we should be advancing trade agendas, we are seeing many risks. Global trade
while still expanding in volume, has slowed over the past number of years. Purchasing Manager
Indices show that since 2011 global export activity has not been robust or growing in any
significant capacity.
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Source: https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres18_e/pr820_e.htm

As President Trump looks to make America great again, his willingness to retrench and build
trade walls seems to know no end. It is highly likely that the next few years, as a result of
populist governments and other factors, will see increased protectionist approaches and the
building of more trade walls. As Ian Bremmer points out in his new book Us vs. Them: the
Failure of Globalism, until people around the world feel they are in a better position, it is
unlikely that there will be a desire to engage in the promise of increased trade and
globalization. Sadly, this will mean greater division of the global community. As Jack Ma,
founder of China based Alibaba, said at the 2018 World Economic Forum, “when trade stops,
wars start.”
Rises in the East, Sets in the West
It isn’t just the sun that is following that pattern. The East2 faces opportunities brought about
due to growing and young populations, committed governments and advancing economies, all
while the West is facing a significant decline in a number of key measures – demographics,
trade, economic growth.
As mentioned earlier in this report, a small handful of countries, mainly in Africa and Asia,
represent half the world’s population and according to groups like McKinsey & Co. are set to
generate over half of the population and economic growth over the next two decades. Whether
it is the One Belt One Road initiative, the innovation that is coming from the Emirates in terms
of energy and sustainable development, Chinese moves in terms of mobile technology, or
India’s Aadhaar initiative to digitize their population data, the east is showing promise as a
growing locale for economic action and innovation. Couple that with countries where, in some
cases, more than half the population is under 35, and you have promising economic potential.
2 Broadly used term to refer to Asia, Africa and the Middle East
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People have been saying that Asia will be the centre of growth for a long time. They weren’t
wrong when it came to China’s growth rates in the early 2000’s of 10+% annual GDP growth.
But whether it will continue and will it be sufficiently widespread enough to make the east the
focal point of economic growth is something that is not a certainty.
In some ways it does look promising. I was in Beijing in April of 2018 for a One Belt One Road
(OBOR) conference. It was huge, and the pomp and circumstance around it was impressive.
Nations all over southeast Asia, Africa and the Middle East are tripping over themselves to be
part of it. Russia, Kenya, Nigeria, Iran, and others can’t wait for the economic party to get
going. There are trillions of dollars of infrastructure investments that are on the table.
There are warning signs emerging for OBOR. However, despite the economic potential, many
nations recently – Pakistan, Malaysia, Laos, Sri Lanka and Montenegro to be specific – are
struggling to meet the demands of the OBOR program due to excessive debt, dropping currency
value, poor quality and limited cost. These are realities that put parts (or much?) of the project
at risk, particularly as China looks to scale down its massive national and state-owned debt.
Therefore the future of the OBOR project is not as certain as it may have been in years prior.
There are many nuances that make the initiative a potential risk, but its size and scale and the
effort behind it is something that makes it a potential game changer for that part of the world.
One thing that rings true regardless of the financial state of the project is that western
economies and nations are generally noticeable by their absence in the overall scheme. This has
the potential to continue to pull the economic centre of gravity further and more forcefully to
the east. Assuming everything goes well.
Meanwhile back on the western ranch, the west faces challenges. There seems to be a rather
unreasonable euphoria/ignorance about how well economies are doing and how much
progress is being made on social issues while the very foundations of western success are
eroding.
Western economies are expected to slow in large part due to the retirement, or even semiretirement of baby boomers and their lower productivity. AI and automation may offset this
but Canada’s productivity already lags most OECD countries even during times of peak
employment and is only poised to go lower. That means slower economic growth. You had
better get comfortable with 1-2% annual GDP growth because that is about all we in the west
will likely see over the coming decades.
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Essentially every policy lever has been pulled to get western economies going after the 2008
financial crisis. Whether it is quantitative easing, low interest rates or stimulus spending, most
available tools that can be used have been used. Much of the economic recovery since 2008 has
fallen onto government or the consumer. Both sources have done admirable jobs and therefore
it is up to the corporate sector to start spending on investment, jobs and technology to improve
productivity and economic growth in the west. Recent strength in stock markets are a result of
low interest rates, buy-backs and heavily dominated by technology stock performance as
discussed earlier in this paper. Corporate spending will likely be the key driver for any future
economic growth. This is not a promising reality, given the Canadian corporate sector’s poor
performance in spending on research and development and capital investment compared to its
OECD counterparts.
Debt is perhaps the biggest Achilles heel for many households and definitely for Western
nations as a whole. Canadians clearly have felt buoyed by the fact that the 2008 financial crisis
left us in far better shape than our southern neighbours, and coupled with historically low
interest rates, have gone on a debt accumulation spree in recent years. The chart below shows
that Canadian households are now 22% more leveraged than pre-2008. Not a great story. Add
to that potential real estate bubbles in Toronto and Vancouver, and there is high downside risk
to the financial stability of some Canadian households. Household debt as a share of GDP is
now higher in Canada than it was in the U.S. in 2007. That is a scary thought. The U.S. sharply
reduced its household debt and is now 19% lower than pre-2008x.
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From a national debt perspective, many nations globally are carrying excessive deficit budgets
and debts, setting up inter-generational tension and inequity as future generations will be
forced to pay off the debts being incurred by their predecessors today. Compound this with an
aging population that will need more health care and will need it for longer due to increased
longevity, and a lower dependency ratio (the number of working people paying into the system
versus the number of people retired and not paying into the system) and you have a situation
where the costs of the social system will grow exponentially at the same time that the ability to
pay for it diminishes significantly. Where will we get the money? Will we raise taxes? Cut
expenses? The future for government budgets is dim now, but with demographics kicking in full
tilt, it is going to get a lot worse. It seems like few are thinking, let alone doing anything, about
this. Short-termism prevails again.
With the 10th anniversary of the 2008 financial crisis occurring this September, there were
many commentaries about its legacy and what the next crisis will look like. For sure it will be
different. It won’t happen the same way. Some worry about the high valuations of markets.
Others worry about the debt levels of many nations and households – and students in
particular. AI and automation and the future of the workforce enter into the minds of many.
Yes, yes and yes. They are all factors that will have some bearing. How, when and in what form,
no one can predict. But with growing global indebtedness, that seems like a high potential place
for it to start.
Urbanization - Rise of Mega Cities
The continued march and rise of urbanity is another key trend that will shape the years to
come. As millions upon millions of people leave their more rural origins to find opportunity and
prosperity in cities, it will reshape the globe in terms of the cities that hold clout, economic
power and are the locales of innovation.
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The UN predicts that by 2050, 68% of the world’s population will live in cities, up from 55%
currently. They predict that 90% of the growth in that time will occur in Asia and Africa.
McKinsey & Co. estimates that over the next two decades, half of Asia will become urbanized
with nearly a billion people making their way to citiesxi.
The shift in the next few decades will see large growth in what are known as megacities – those
with populations that surpass 10 million people. Today there are about 30 such cities – Tokyo is
the most populous city in the world with a population of 38 million. The top 10 is comprised of
2 cities from India, two from China and two from Japan. North America is home to two –
Mexico City and New York City. Over the next two decades that balance will shift with a
remarkable increase of growth going to Asia and Africa and reduced urban influence in North
America. There are predicted to be 43 megacities by 2030, with essentially all the new growth
coming from Asia and Africa. In fact North America will only boast three cities with 10+ million
in 2030: Los Angeles, New York, and Mexico City. South America will boast four with Bogota,
Sao Paolo, Rio de Janiero and Buenos Aires. The rest will be in Africa and Asia. Cities like Delhi,
Lagos, Karachi, Dhaka, Lagos, Cairo, Shanghai and Beijing will all grow immensely.
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This intense urban growth will require trillions of dollars of investment in infrastructure, transit,
housing, amenities and the social systems needed to ensure that populations that large can be
served, moved and kept at peace. The pressures on governments and businesses to build and
sustain cities of that size that work and function will be immense. Ensuring that energy, water,
wastewater and city services can be delivered will take strategic coordination, planning and
financing. Making sure that cities such as these do not create further ghettoization or slums
(and a more global distribution of the us vs. them phenomenon) will be a challenge.
The pressure, and in fact necessity, for many of these cities to develop and grow with
sustainability in mind will be paramount as they will no doubt put pressure on natural systems.
China in particular will face challenges in providing fresh water, as large percentages of its
current water supply are already dedicated to agriculture or are unfit for human consumption.
All cities, but these megacities in particular, will increasingly be considering “smart” initiatives
that integrate AI and automation, data analytics and alternate service delivery into their future
development. Cities like New York, London, Seoul, Singapore, Tokyo and Reykjavik currently
lead the way in being technologically enabled. While many may view this as taking future job
opportunities away, the integration of smart technologies into autonomous transit, traffic
monitoring and optimization, smart streetlights, optimized waste management, parking
sensors, and air quality and climate monitoring are all examples of technologies that will be
essential in the coming more techno and urban age.
These cities will face exciting and challenging pressures. They will be hubs of innovation and
technology, and testing. They will be the ones pioneering policy that facilitates the use and
adoption of technology and the creation of business opportunities. These are the cities that will
be at the cutting edge of how to advance new approaches and systems, likely saying yes more
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than no. Western cities need to be able to compete. We clog our city halls with endless debates
about patio sizes when we really need to be talking about smart cities and tech enabled urban
opportunities. We can’t afford to take years to debate whether ride-sharing should be
permitted to operate.
With the shifting size and domination of the mega-cities to the east, so go business
opportunities. McKinsey Global Institute predicts that by 2025, there will be a dramatic shift in
the number of emerging economy companies that comprise the Fortune 500 – it is projected to
rise from 85 in 2010 to 229 by 2025. This not only creates market opportunities in those cities
and regions from a development standpoint but also a rising middle class that will have greater
consumption needs.

Source: McKinsey Global Institute

New Power
While most of the issues described above are of a geopolitical nature, the reality is that new
forms of power are enabling movements and shaking up governments. Whether it is the
election of Donald Trump, the Brexit vote, the #BlackLivesMatter or #metoo movements, none
of these would have been successful without the effective mobilization of networks working
under a new power paradigm.
Henry Timms and Jeremy Heimans, in their book New Power, identify that traditional forms of
power and authority are no longer winning, and that those that are able to mobilize around a
significant and meaningful issue, spread the movement organically through their networks and
actively compel people to take action are in fact the new power brokers and platforms.
Hillary Clinton was the establishment and was supposed to win. She didn’t. Why? It is believed
because she had a poorer social media following and engagement platform (Ok, Russia
probably helped Trump on that front). The U.K. was supposed to stay. But networks of people
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angry that they had lost out mobilized better than those who wanted to remain. Airbnb has
democratized travel accommodation. #BlackLivesMatter has made the issues of racism and
inequality something that everyone is now aware of, and Nike’s move to profile Colin
Kaepernick as the face of their “Just do it.” Anniversary shows how deep this movement has
become. #metoo is making sexual harassment a higher profile issue, rightly, and working to
change the workplace and social dynamic as to how to treat people with respect and dignity.
Command and control is gone. Spread, engage, compel and activate is in. The key is to ensure
that all these approaches to cultural change and new power are used for good. As with issues of
hate and organizations like ISIS, not all of the new power activities are being used to better the
world.
Many are however. Consider the reactions of retailers Dick’s Sporting Goods and MEC to the
calls for halting of sales of automatic weapons and products made by those companies. Both
made decisions that represent their values but both were affected by the new power networks
that applied significant pressure to see change.
Networks have always played a significant role in history as advancing new ideas, change and
disruption. As Niall Ferguson points out in The Square and the Tower: Networks and Power from
the Freemasons to Facebook, whether it was the Illuminati, the Lutherans, or now sadly
through the efficacy and devastation of ISIS, the struggle between network and hierarchy has
always been around. And while networks are able to penetrate and advance new ideas and new
approaches, they cannot sustain things effectively or mobilize coordinated undertakings –
Ferguson aptly points out that the D-Day invasions would not have been successful if planned
by a network.
New power networks can be used for a little bit of fun too. The U.K. launched a competition in
2016 to name a new research vessel. They took to the public using social networks to help
come up with a good research kind of name. The name that had the most support? Boaty
Mcboatface. Yes that’s right. Those in the traditional power positions weren’t too impressed
and went with the far more traditional name of the RRS David Attenborough. While it didn’t
become the name of the big ship, the lead research submersible was named Boaty Mcboatface.
Pro tip: if you aren’t willing to accept what comes from the power of the network, don’t go to it
in the first place.
Today’s changes are being driven by networks, but as we saw with the Occupy movement,
unless it eventually translates to a hierarchical format, they are unlikely to remain effective and
successful for the long term. So what does that mean for #metoo and #BlackLivesMatter or the
other networked platforms that are creating change? It is hard to know how long they can live
off the backs of people who want to see change. Can they sustain it? Will they move to a
hierarchy? What are the limits of social media in creating permanent and lasting change versus
lighting the fire only to watch it smolder? What issues are next? What kinds of issues will the
new power approach simply not be able to address or impact? Clearly it was enough to remove
the U.K. from the E.U. and to elect Donald Trump. So they do have impact. But in terms of
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creating change that is not defined by a ballot or end date, it is unknown how much change
can, and will, come. Many thought the Arab spring would result in meaningful change. Alas it
looked promising from the beginning. But fizzled as reality, new regimes and something new
caught the attention of the world.
Considerations for Chambers
1. Facilitate/Create connections into eastern markets for members – particularly in south
Asia and Africa, and megacities
2. Continue to support, and advocate for, trade agreements, free trade and international
economic cooperation
3. If protectionism grows, advocate for continued trade but consider robust local “made
in” campaigns, and expand efforts to improve inter-provincial trade
4. Work with local governments to ensure business friendliness and competitiveness,
including smart cities initiatives
5. Embrace partnerships and alliances that foster regionalization and create greater scale
of opportunity
6. Promote benefits of global connectivity and high quality of life in smaller communities
as alternative to megacities – rainforest concept, immigrant talent
7. Consider using, and teaching, new power techniques and approaches to drive change
and impact (business practices, governments, policy and advocacy)
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A Fragile Planet
Our planet is struggling and while many international and business led initiatives have solid
aims, we must move towards solutions that will keep the planet from slipping beyond the point
of no return. From the air we breathe to the elements in our technology, the planet is a vital
lifeforce that we must protect. Finding ways to do so will not be about government leading the
way but setting up rules and opportunities for business to deliver creative and innovative
solutions.
Our Greatest Challenge
The human race has made some tremendous strides since the beginning of the twentieth
century. We have vastly increased life expectancy. We have reduced the number of people
living in poverty. We have decreased the amount of emissions required to produce a kwh of
electricity.
However, despite all our advances in medicine and technology, we are still impacting the planet
at a dangerous rate. Reports by various agencies such as the UN or WHO show concerning
environmental conditions. Consider:
•

Humanity has crossed 4 out of 9 planetary boundaries according to the journal Science
which published a study by international researchers, putting humanity at risk. The four
systems are climate change, loss of biosphere integrity, land-system change, and altered
biogeochemical cycles.

•

According to the UN Environmental Program, measures of natural capital have declined
in 116 out of 140 countries.

•

According to the World Health Organization, 7 million people a year die from air
pollution exposure.

•

Of the 31 large global aquifers, 21 have passed a tipping point where extraction exceeds
replenishment, according to NASA and the University of California.

•

Greenhouse gas emissions are growing steadily despite international agreements to
reduce them.
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One can debate climate change and the science all they want. Our planet is clearly being
strained. We need it for the future. We need it for the things that we value – everything from
the air we breathe to the outdoors to the minerals that go into our phones. Some businesses
and leaders have acknowledged that we need to do better and are working towards better
environmental performance. We still have a ways to go.
International Efforts and the Balance Between Economy and Environment
The world came together to commit to the Paris Accords in late 2015. This was the most
comprehensive set of environmental targets and commitments to reducing GHG’s that the
world has ever seen. Essentially every major nation, including China, agreed to participate and
work towards the established emissions levels.
While many governments attempt to do their best, the Paris Accords come without teeth and
mechanism for enforcement, which means that it will be easy for some countries to begin to
tone it down or not adhere. The targets and commitments therefore become more like
suggestions and soft acknowledgements rather than anything that is binding. It will be out of
“goodness of hearts” rather than necessity that countries implement measures.
Some countries have already made progress. France has indicated that it will ban gas vehicles
by 2040 and will no longer use coal for power after 2022. Norway will ban the sale of gas
vehicles by 2025 and the Netherlands will do the same by 2030. While the shift towards a
greener economy represents trillions of dollars in business opportunity, the question arises as
to where that money is going to come from. There is also a recognition that the majority of
funds will need to go to emerging and developing countries for they are less developed and will
need a greater level of investment to not only bring their infrastructure and economies up to
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more developed levels but will also require more as a result of their dominance in future global
population and economic growth.
Global institutions such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, the United
Nations and others are all putting increasing focus on the environment and how their actions
and investments affect the planet.
With enough time, money and will achieving the targets could happen. But what is often the
point of tension and can be seen in places like Canada and the United States, is that the
economic costs either in money or jobs to curtail harmful environmental practices (such as the
burning of fossil fuels) are too great to be done with any expediency in terms of hitting the
desired targets.
There is a saying I often use: there is good, cheap and fast. You can have two, but not three.
The challenge of our environment is exactly that. If we want to do this fast, well, it likely won’t
either be cheap or good. If we want it cheap, it likely won’t either be good or fast.
Economist and Nobel prize winner Daniel Kahneman once said that the issue of climate change
is one that is the ultimate example of an issue where it is difficult to alter human behaviour
because the real negative consequences are far into the future and we can’t truly appreciate or
imagine those impacts.
Therefore, addressing climate change is one of the most difficult challenges that our species
faces, but is likely the most important one to address. Based on the statistics outlined above,
we need to make progress.
The current approach seems to be focused on “public policying” our way out of this situation.
Some countries are putting in place plans, targets, programs and economic incentives and
penalties. This approach appears to be having better fortune in places like Scandinavia and the
E.U., and less fortune in North America.
Canada, for example, has already indicated that it will reduce the economic burden and target
of the Climate Action Plan as a result of mounting pressure from Canadians about the costs and
implications of the proposal on jobs and the economy. President Trump has already signaled his
intention to withdraw the U.S. from the Paris Accords at the first opportunity (which is 2020).
He has also rolled back environmental and climate policies implemented under President
Obama. While the E.U. has the economic fortitude to stick it out, it seems that North America
doesn’t.
The difficulty that many governments face is that they are trying to introduce penalties for
actions that contribute to climate change (i.e., using natural gas at home, using gas for your
vehicle) but the alternatives are not necessarily available. The most successful programs are
those that offer real and meaningful alternatives to the option being phased out. While electric
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vehicle rebates are nice to have, they are small compared to the price of a $100,000 Tesla.
While LED lightbulbs available from government programs reduce power usage, they are still (at
least in Alberta) using power from plants powered by coal. Trying to get people off the road is
hard when transit is expensive, time consuming, crowded and unreliable. Finally, most
governments have not been able to adequately show that the funds raised in the carbon
taxation measures have meaningfully gone towards alternatives or investment in building
better and cheaper alternatives. If public policy is to be used as the means to drive us closer to
a more sustainable world, finding that (currently as-of-yet unfound) fine balance between the
economy and the environment, alternatives and options, will be a necessity.
The Role of the Private Sector
While governments attempt to find public policy responses, the private sector isn’t waiting.
Private sector initiatives are also working to try and move the needle by getting business
leaders to pay more attention to their business practices, value the environment more, or to
create “nudges” that will move business in the right direction. Whether it is the Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board (SASB), the COSIA Carbon X-Prize, Virgin’s Earth Challenge, Richard
Branson’s B-Team, the Clean Resource Innovation Network (CRIN), or the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), all of these initiatives and dozens of others are
working to put real money and real effort behind getting business to improve its environmental
record, dig deep into being part of the solution to climate change, and to ensure that the
environment is recorded as forms of capital when evaluating corporate performance.
It is highly likely that the real and meaningful solutions to our climate dilemma will come from
the private sector, and not from government. Whether one thinks he can pull it off or not, Elon
Musk is putting massive amounts of effort and money into a cleaner world through Tesla and
Solar City. Imagine the reduction of GHG’s in a scenario where larger numbers of people
powered their homes and vehicles with the solar panels on their roofs and were able to store
power through improved batter technology. This scenario seems a bit far off but the seeds have
been planted. While the world will need fossil fuels for some time as a transition fuel and for its
feedstock into plastics and other materials, it is only a matter of time before some of our
current fossil fuel use is replaced with more sustainable alternatives.
The green economy is estimated to be worth a lot of money. It is estimated that
implementation of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) will require $5-7 trillion
U.S.D. The capital available for more environmentally and sustainable investment has grown
over the past ten years and has been invested throughout the world. The value of total assets
under management by signatory firms of the Principles for Responsible Investing, a UN based
set of principles that ensure dollars that are invested are done so adhering to environmental,
social and governance principles, has grown over 600% in the past 10 years to nearly $82 trillion
U.S.D. This is believed to represent over half of all global institutional assets.
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By creating bigger pools of sustainable capital and enabling the private sector to find solutions,
there is opportunity to address challenges faster and better than government, who are simply
ill-equipped to do anything other than regulate. A private sector driven approach coinciding
with agreed upon targets is the best way to go. Add to that the concept such as an
environmental version of DARPA, the U.S. research agency that is largely credited with the
creation of the internet and silicon valley. It wouldn’t get cheap or fast, but it is highly likely that
it would be good.
Extreme Weather Events
There is no greater example of how our climate is changing than the rise in extreme weather
events. For a growing number of people, experiencing the impact of an extreme weather event
is a reality. Whether it is a storm, flood, hurricane, fire, hail, or tornado, the frequency and
impact of these events is growing. The summer of 2018 saw much of Canada burning from
forest fires. The summer of 2017 saw cities like Houston completely flooded, while parts of
Cuba, Dominican Republic and other coastal countries suffered from floods or weather. Puerto
Rico took a year to get some essential forms of infrastructure back on line after the hurricanes
of 2017. At the time of writing, Hurricane Florence is making landfall in the Carolinas and
Typhoon Mangkhut wreaks havoc in Asia.
The number of weather events is growing, and it is very likely tied to the change in our climate.
Studies from various environmental and space agencies show that everything from
temperatures to ice stocks in the poles are shifting at faster rates than in recorded human
history.

Source: Emergency Events Database

These events are significant impacts to communities and people. They create costly devastation
and destruction in terms of human life, settlements and economies. The impacts are often
more significant for people in less developed countries and those living in poverty.
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Extreme weather events are expected to continue and potentially grow in number and scale.
Cities, nations, households, businesses and insurance underwriters simply cannot continue to
pay for the humanitarian or economic costs of weather-related events. Communities now need
to be thinking, planning and preparing in greater fashion for these events. It is a matter of
when, not it.
Considerations for Chambers
1. Encourage private sector to be drivers of solutions and options vs. waiting for
government – create forums, initiatives, or collaborations
2. Create opportunities for local business to participate in green economy – collaborations,
networks, presentations
3. Connect business and economic realities with national and international public policy
work to foster climate policy that works practically, economically and environmentally,
and gets out of the way from private sector solutions
4. Participate in emergency preparedness and response initiatives – Insurance Bureau of
Canada, World Chamber Federation resources
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